You will create a 3-6 minute video that you upload to YouTube. Please upload it to your own YouTube channel. If you have a Google account, you already have a YouTube account.

- The video must begin with you onscreen introducing yourself and explaining what specific task you will be teaching.
- You must then give an overview of materials being used and introduce any helpers.
- You must then use the remainder of the video explaining the task in clear, easy to understand steps. The person watching should be able to complete the task using your video if he or she would want to.
- Please conclude the How To video by showing the final product, summarizing the major points or adding an interesting thought and thanking the audience for watching.

Rubric—YouTube Option

______(15) Video is an appropriate length

______(15) Introduction of presenter, topic, materials and helpers with “hello”

______(20) The task is broken into simple steps.

______(20) The steps are clearly explained

______(10) There is a conclusion with final product, a summary statement or insight and a “Thank You”

____ (10) The project is done professionally and with care

______(10) The project is inventive, creative, interesting.

______/100 Points
SnapGuide Option

- You have to create a SnapGuide of at least 10 slides that has well-written caption on each slide.
- Additionally, there must be at least 2 minutes of video in the guide. We must see and hear you in at least part of the video. The video can be spread out over several slides or embedded in a single slide.
- Create a detailed Supplies list in the guide.
- End the SnapGuide with a picture of the final product and some sort of concluding caption.
- Please be inventive and make it clear you took your time on this.

Rubric- SnapGuide Option

______(10) There is a detailed supplies list in the guide
______(15) Total of 2 min. of video at least, with student appearing at least once
______ (15) There is an introduction and conclusion slide in Guide
______ (20) The task is broken into simple steps.
______ (20) The steps are clearly explained.
______ (10) The project is done professionally and captions are carefully proofread.
______(10) The project is inventive, creative, interesting.

______/100 Points
Video Examples

Good Introduction of Materials: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0P3Zbr4IFj4&feature=relmfu

Good Personality Use: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMZpvYXT04Y&feature=related

Clear Explanation of Steps: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZvjW888I5w&feature=related

SnapGuide Examples

Good introduction and conclusion slide: http://snapguide.com/guides/clean-rust-off-chrome-the-easiest-way-possible/ or search “How to Clean Rust Off Chrome, the Easiest Way Possible”

Good Guide Captions: http://snapguide.com/guides/create-nice-brows/ or just search “How to Create Nice Brows” in the App

http://snapguide.com/guides/make-fun-fall-home-decor/ or just search for “How to make Fun Fall Home Décor” in the app.

Good Video incorporation: http://snapguide.com/guides/catch-dungeness-crabs/ or “How to Catch Dungeness Crabs